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6. ___ S. Smith, Avalon mayor when
Avalon Fire Co. incorporated in 1910.
7. Otto Wunder’s ___ House burned to
the ground in1955.
8. Late 1800 firefighting helmets were
made of what?
9. 2003 10 alarm ___ Harbor Complex
fire.
11. Which Avalon hotel burned to the
ground in 1916?
12. One of the materials used in today’s
fire fighting tournout gear.
13. Traditional spotted canine firefighters
mascot.
16. Title of 1991 firefighting movie
starring Kurt Russell.
17. Chester and Norman ___, another
firefighting family.
18. Check your fire alarms ___.
20 Frank ___, Fire Chief in the mid
1940s.
22. American La ___, maker of Avalon’s
aerial fire truck dedicated in 1974.
23. “Extincteur” of the early 1800s was
the 1st portable, pressurized fire ___.
25. Avalon’s 1905 Fire Hose sheds were
built by Hugh ___.
26. Carmen and Kevin ___, father and
son have both been members of
AVFD.
28. Borough of Avalon’s 1st Fire
Departments were in Avalon and ___.
30. Which Avalon hotel burned to the
ground in 1896?
32. NJ annual firefighters convention is
held where?

Answers available
via our website:
avalonhistorycenter.org
or at the History Center.

DOWN
1. Windy US city with the most fire
hydrants.
2. 1914 Peermont fire house was built
on which avenue?
3. Emma ___ became the 1st officially
recognized female fire fighter in NJ
in the late 1920s.
4. Avalon Borough fire inspector Lisa
___.
5. In which South American country
are all firefighters volunteers?
10. Another AVFD family, includes
past Chief Jack ___.
11. Benjamin Franklin founded the 1st
US Volunteer Fire Co. in 1736, in
which city?
14. AVFD annual fishy fundraiser in
August.

15. Another AVFD family.
18. 1950s white Hahn triple combo
pumber, led to AVFD nickname
“___ of South Jersey.”
19. At 45’, this is the tallest ground
___ in use by the AVFD today.
21. 1967 “Village ___” store, said to
have burned rooftop display Santa.
24. Aside from fundraising fun,
what masculine facial feature is
prohibited on firefighters?
27. Two Fire Chiefs in this family.
29. Sole Avalon firefighter to have lost
his life in the line of duty, Tommy
___.
31. Jet ___, recreational watercraft
now used by AVFD.

